Company overview
Enabling the future of RF, microwave
and mmWave communication.

filtronic.com

At the forefront
of RF for over
40 years
Experts in design, manufacture
and testing of high-performance
RF components
Filtronic designs and manufactures
products that transmit, receive and
condition radio waves, particularly
at microwave and mmWave frequencies.
Mission-critical communication networks
depend on our systems and components.

With an innovative culture, we enable
creative solutions for highly complex
RF challenges, pushing the boundaries
in terms of size, weight and power.
Our products are integral to a range
of challenging applications including
telecommunications infrastructure,
aerospace and defence, space and
critical communications. Our bespoke
product range includes transmit and
receive modules, power-amplifiers,
transceivers, MCPs, SIPs and filters,
operating from DC to 114GHz.

Innovators from the outset
Founded at Leeds University in 1977,
Filtronic quickly became the largest
company ever to be spun out of a UK
university. The company quickly gained
a reputation for innovation, quality and
technical knowledge. Today, we maintain
our innovative and entrepreneurial spirit,
developing specialised and bespoke
products from advanced microelectronic
manufacturing operations in the
UK and USA.

Recent achievements
Market leader in mmWave
technology, specialists in E Band
Major technology supplier
to the HAPS industry
Sole source supplier in the USA
for number one telecom provider
Experts in contract manufacture
for Aerospace and Defence
Pushing the boundaries of
trackside to train communication
(>10Gbps)

Investor relations
Filtronic is listed in the Alternative
Investment Market (AIM), a specialised
section of the London Stock Exchange
under the stock code FTC.
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Where we excel:

We help our clients get to market
quicker – increasing their sales
revenues and market share.
Our capabilities and technologies
reduce the overall cost of data
communication, lowering the
cost per Gbps.
Taking unique challenges &
providing a customised solution,
we lower development & NRE
costs, minimising the cost of quality
for our client.
We solve problems, engineer
to engineer, we drive down whole
life costs.
We like to know our clients inside
out, identifying ways to improve
their products, increasing their
premium & providing them with
a competitive advantage.
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Our purpose:
To be the trusted provider
of innovative RF solutions.

Our vision:
Enabling the future of RF, microwave
and mmWave communication.

Our mission:
Creating value for our clients through
technology leadership.
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Why choose
Filtronic?
Helping our clients
get to market quicker
Filtronic has a unique combination of
the in-house expertise to design and
manufacture bespoke microwave
and mmWave components for a broad
range of applications to 114GHz. Our
engineering team has the skill-set
to design integrated modules involving
complex electronic control and calibration,
which deliver world-class performance
and reliability.

Taking unique challenges and
providing a customised solution
We deliver unique, customised
solutions for our client’s challenging RF
applications. Our specialities include
MMIC design, System in Package (SIP)
design, sub-system and system hardware
design, manufacture and testing,
waveguide filters and diplexers, build
to print and design characterisation.

Process engineering excellence
We remove whole life cost, continuously
improving the quality of our components
and sub-systems. Our bespoke enterprise
resource planning (ERP) software
ensures complete traceability. We
deliver customised components for
specific projects of any size, from niche
aerospace and defence contracts to
large telecommunication infrastructure
deployments. We offer a fast turnaround
service, with rapid prototyping allowing
us to move quickly from initial concept to
rapid production and market distribution.

Precision microelectronics
manufacturing
We manufacture the most intricate
components with extreme precision,
using our highly automated
microelectronic assembly process.
Our manufacturing teams thrive on
challenging projects where the solutions
we produce push the boundaries of RF
electronics and materials.

Producing precision components and
hybrids to client specifications in our
24-hour production facilities, we offer
hybrid manufacturing services in both
the UK and USA. Providing services
that increase our clients premium, solve
complex challenges, increase market
share through increased sales. We offer a
range of order-fulfilment options, such as
manufacturing close to market, inventory
hubbing and site-kitting.

In-house testing for complete
quality assurance
Uniquely, many of our products are
manufactured and tested in-house
at our state-of-the-art high-volume
manufacturing facilities. This enables
us to develop tailored, rigorous, robust
testing at every stage of production,
which may include:
Module calibration
Electrical testing
Thermal HASS (Highly Accelerated
Stress Screening) and life testing
Destructive and non-destructive tests,
including wire pull, ball bond shear and
die shear
Pre-lid tests for packaged systems
Gross and fine leak tests
Die level MMIC wafer acceptance
testing and characterisation
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Powered by
remarkable
people
It is our people that really set Filtronic apart.
Our highly qualified team deliver outstanding
products and service to our clients. Devising
and creating extremely specialised products
requires skilled engineers and designers,
typically educated to PhD level. We have
considerable depth of technology, engineering,
manufacturing and operational management
expertise across our operations, and our
product-development specialists have a track
record of market-leading innovation.
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Advanced RF
communications
equipment for
specialist markets.

Track to train

Our markets
Telecommunications
infrastructure
(4G & 5G)
Filtronic is a key
supplier to leading
players in the mobile
telecommunications infrastructure
market, and we are the ‘go-to’ partner
of choice for advanced mmWave
applications. We differ from other players
in the 5G backhaul market because we
offer highly integrated, fully calibrated
transceiver modules that simply drop-in
between the baseband modem module
and the antenna. This plug-and-play
architecture eliminates the need for
clients to develop in-house mmWave
expertise resulting in significantly
reduced time to market, lower overall
development costs and minimal cost
of quality.

Critical
communications
Reliability, availability
and security are
critical attributes
for public safety
communications networks operated by
emergency services. Filtronic products
meet the demand for higher resilience
and longer-range systems. We have
expanded our offering with a range of
Tower Top Amplifiers (TTAs), designed
to be OEM-agnostic and deliver best-inclass performance. By manufacturing
the components in our own facilities,
we assure clients of secure supplies and
responsive lead times for these critical
products.

Aerospace
and defence
Filtronic is a longestablished supplier
to the defence and
aerospace industry.
We supply transmit and receive modules
(TRMs) for the latest generation AESA
radars, as well as filters and other RF
components and sub-systems where
our engineering, design and highly
specialised manufacturing capabilities
add significant value.
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Space
Providing internet
connections to underserved communities
is a high priority for
many countries.
Considerable progress is being made
to develop airborne communications
networks that overcome the limitations
of terrestrial networks. These enable
radio communications to be established
in remote areas with no infrastructure,
or areas hit by natural disasters where
infrastructure has been damaged.
Filtronic is an expert in the design,
development and delivery of next
generation, high-performance
transceiver modules, enabling highcapacity HAPS-to-ground and interHAPS data transmission using E-band
frequencies. Our experience pushes the
boundaries of current E-band technology.
Our class-leading transceiver technology
platforms, can be applied within the ever
growing Low Earth Orbit satellite market.
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Critical communications

Telecommunication Infrastructure

Trackside to train
Providing reliable, highspeed, high capacity
connectivity on rail
journeys has become
a strategic objective for
governments and rail operators around
the world. Filtronic is developing leading
solutions to overcome the challenges of
providing these services, with speeds
over 10Gbps.

Test and
measurement
Leading test and
measurement
companies globally
value Filtronic’s expertise
in mmWave tests. Working on a range of
test and measurement devices across the
spectrum, we enable our clients to
test, with rigour their own products.
We have a range of expertise, but our
core competency is for test equipment
20 – 90GHz.

Aerospace and defence
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Our products
Our product range and wider technology
capabilities are supported by our IP and in-house
knowledge, and we have an extensive patent
portfolio. We offer a wide range of solutions,
from individual components to fully integrated,
calibrated systems.
RF, microwave and mmWave components:

RF filters

RF combiners

With the increased number of wireless
frequencies available in any given
geography, RF filters play an increasing
and vital role in minimizing interference.
Filtronic produces a range of filters,
including metal cavity filters, ceramic,
combline, interdigital, lumped element,
suspended substrate, waveguide and
thin-film filters.

An RF combiner acts as a transmission
component, combining the power
between two or more ports. Filtronic
offers a range of equipment-sharing
products for both in-band and crossband applications. Our expertise lies
in highly complex applications, such as
combiners with a very small guard band,
minimising loss of usable spectrum. This
is critical as we move towards 5G and
dynamic TDD (Time Division Duplex),
using the same frequency to transmit and
receive.

We are experts in solving complex filter
challenges, such as narrow guard band,
tight rejection specs or close-to-the-pass
band. We understand filter topology and
can work with the perfect technology
for each challenge, while offering
rapid prototyping and reduced
development cycles.
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Monolithic microwave
integrated circuit (MMIC)
An MMIC is a type of integrated circuit
device that operates at microwave
frequencies (300 MHz to 300 GHz).
Filtronic specialises in developing
high-performing MMICs for a range of
microwave and mmWave applications,
including designing high-performance
GaAs (Gallium Arsenide) and GaN
(Gallium Nitride) devices.
Our MMIC portfolio includes amplifiers
(LNAs, VGAs and HPAs), up-converters,
down-converters, multifunction MMICs,
variable attenuators and multipliers.
Our production devices cover 4GHz to
90GHz, and we have prototype devices
to 150GHz.
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Integrated sub-systems:

Our expertise in system integration enables
reductions in component size, improved reliability
and improved overall system performance.
Switched filter banks

Power monitoring

Front-end modules

Integrating filter and switch components
in a single module eliminates transitions
between circuits, providing for optimal
matching. Filtronic devices improve
overall performance, including better
insertion loss, flatness and voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR). With all
components integrated into a single
module, our switched filter banks are
compact and save a considerable
amount of board space.

We can provide stand-alone or
integrated power monitoring for filter
and combiner products. These offer
real-time, actionable metrics to help
improve system performance.

RF front-end modules within a test
and measurement environment can
encompass the entire RF section of
a vector network analyser. Filtronic is
well placed to design and manufacture
fully integrated complex front-end
switching and up/down conversion
over a wide frequency range, up to
and including mmWave.

TRM modules and hybrid assemblies
Our high-capacity transmit/receive
(T/R) modules are traditionally used in
electronically scanned radar systems,
offering high linearity transmit and
receive chains, coupled with internally
integrated low-phase noise local
oscillators. This improves spectrum
efficiency and performance through
the most challenging conditions.

Power amplifiers

Tower top amplifiers (TTA)
Our TTA system operates in the
700MHz and 800MHz public safety
bands, providing an integrated highperformance system for mission-critical
radio networks. Our TTA systems are fully
compliant with the most stringent public
safety RF specifications. The amplifiers
have excellent system flatness across the
passband and low system noise figure,
while retaining high-linearity and
out-of-band rejection, thus providing
optimum in-bound coverage and
reliable performance.

Transceivers
We supply device-agnostic
mmWave transceivers, offering highperformance, competitively priced
modules that significantly reduce client
time to market. Our Ultra High Capacity
E-band (71-76 and 81-86 GHz) mmWave
modules are designed to deliver costeffective, carrier-class multi-gigabit
connectivity for mobile backhaul
networks. Flexible channel widths
from 62.5MHz up to 2000MHz can be
accommodated, facilitating operation
at data rates up to 10Gbps per channel.

Our Cerus power amplifiers offer
scalable power amplification over
the 71-76GHz and 81-86GHz bands.
They deliver market-leading transmit
power and enable link distances to be
extended for high-capacity E-band
point-to-point radios.
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Our services
Design: highly qualified
engineers with an eye for detail
The Filtronic team has more than
200 years of combined experience in
microwave and mmWave product design
and integration. We have access to an
exclusive range of in-house designed
GaAs MMICs and GaN FETs. Our MMIC
engineers are experienced in designing
on a wide range of GaAs and GaN
foundries, and in using foundry models,
as well as fine tuning and optimising our
own model sets.
We maintain a comprehensive range
of Computer Aided Design systems
for microwave circuit design, system
simulation, thermal design, mechanical
design and automated test programme
development.
Our core skill base includes:
RF systems engineers
MMIC specialists
Filter specialists
Electronic and PCB layout designers
Mechanical design
Process engineers
Software and firmware experts
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Manufacturing:
meticulous microelectronic
component assembly
Filtronic delivers world-class product
quality and reliability, achieved through
a strong quality culture, Six Sigma
techniques, high levels of production
automation, and traceability.
Our advanced microelectronic
manufacturing and testing
facilities include:
Fully automated epoxy dispense
and precision component placement
Automated die attach and die
shear capability
Fully automated ball bonding,
wedge bonding and ribbon bonding

Contract manufacturing service
Our contract manufacturing service
enables clients to realise their own
designs using our precision hybrid
manufacturing facilities in the UK
and USA. This offers cost-effective
manufacturing and sustained
cost-reduction services, for both
high-volume and complex,
high-mix products.
We work with clients to customise and
adapt products for efficient volume
manufacturing. With our significant
investment in hybrid assembly, advanced
microwave test systems, military standard
processes and full traceability, we offer
a unique low-risk, secure service.

Air cavity packaging (GaAs,
GaN and silicon die mixed in
a single package)
Hermetic sealing
Automated testing to 114GHz
We have a proven track record of
developing custom volume test solutions
for products ranging from packaged chip
to complex RF and mmWave assemblies
and systems, operating at frequencies
between 4GHz and 114GHz.
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Business Address
NETPark Plexus, Thomas Wright Way,
Sedgefield, County Durham,
United Kingdom, TS21 3FD
T: +44 (0) 1740 625 163
E: sales@filtronic.com

filtronic.com

